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Editorial
Badr Ikken, IRESEN’s General Director’s Opening Speech
“The World Power-to-X Summit aims to gather all stakeholders interested in green hydrogen: policy makers, regulators, industries, technology and services providers, project
developers, researchers, students and innovators.
This molecule is not a silver bullet to our climate change crisis but can contribute significantly to a deep decarbonation of our economies.
With its huge potential, its emerging economy and capacity of performing sectorial masterplans, the Kingdom of Morocco decided to use this opportunity to contribute not only as an
industrial hub but also as a technological hub to adapt, test, qualify and scale Power to X technologies together with its partners.

I am glad to have the participation of our industry and energy ministers who share with us their commitment, ambition and current progresses to respond together to the main
challenges of main scale deployment, cost of technologies and the preparation of the supply chains.
The international committee did not give up and elaborated green plans to set up hydrogen economies, but we cannot afford to forget current lessons, more resilient territories and
supply chains, through regional green hydrogen alliances. Allow Positive economic impact and growth and sust growth. These corporations must be oriented towards most resilient
factor : human capital. We need More investment in training, capacity building, R&D and innovation.
In this context, I am glad to announce IRESEN is setting up the green H2A, a research and test platform for Power to X to produce green ammonia, green methanol and synthetic fuels,
with partners such as UM6P, OCP, and Fraunhofer with a strong support of the German government.
The World Power to X summit aims to become a real crossroad for the green hydrogen community, positioning Morocco and Africa partners for the green hydrogen market, and build
the future of a clean, green world.”
With best regards,

Badr Ikken
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Preamble
« Morocco possesses many assets, thanks to the Royal instructions of his Majesty to enable sustainable development in our country and on the continent. First, we have political stability and
advanced partnerships with many EU countries, an attractive business environment which is constantly evolving. There’s also considerable amounts of renewable energy deposits coupled with a
worldwide renowned experience, a maritime connectivity which places us in the top 20 worldwide, but also a gas and electrical connectivity with our neighbors. Studies also confirm that Morocco
will absorb a minimum of 4% of the global market if given the right strategical plan in this matter.
A lot of objectives have already been reached to get to the emergence of green hydrogen in Morocco. The National Green Hydrogen Commission must engage all the ministries concerned and it
should be a holistic dynamics. We have also called on the private sector because we believe in public-private-partnerships and in international partnerships. We have done numeral specific studies
to evaluate the maturity of technologies, potentials and socio-economic opportunities for H20 in our country. We already established some partnerships, notably with Germany. Morocco wants to
lead by example by showing advanced partnerships in this field, as we are also looking for other cooperation avenues. It’s not just about a classical cooperation, but we are looking to develop
research in this matter. On the short term, we are targeting exports and the development of export platforms, and the national market, starting with green ammoniac. On the long term, we are
preparing the country to take on other domains: mobility, industry, maritime transportation, storage and we are well equipped to attract parts of the maritime market.
To set up success factors, we have examined the demand –an essentiel element- and are preparing the terms of reference to elaborate the cartography of infrastructures, platforms and specific
areas related to green Hydrogen. We are also preparing the regulatory framework, as hydrogen requires it to supervise this public and private dynamics, which will allow to ensure competitiveness
and enable to frame the technical elements in this field.We are launching a strenghtening and training in research in this area, to develop research in renewable energies and hydrogen, to also
prepare the profiles we need in hydrogen. In the meantime, we are launching pilot industrial projects with our partners, notably with Africa, as we consider everything related to climate change,
renewable energy development could benefit Africa. We want Africa to grab this opportunity and that Morocco is one leading actors in this matter.
We have started negociating with the African Union, to set up accompanying platforms, reinforcement capacities in hydrogen and renewable energies. This is our national dynamics, and after its
validation, we will take on its development.
This validation will be spread out on the development of multiple axis. We need a regulatory framework, research platforms, partnership initiatives, with Germany of course, and we are looking to
develop these partnerships with other countries to attract lots of investment. Today, Hydrogen is not just an added element to the power dynamics: it is participating to the transformation of the
energetical field at the international level. The energy industry is looking for politial stability, a securisation of international electrical systems considring the hazards and challenges at the global
scale. Actors are emerging and technologies too, and we want Morocco to be in the radar of different partners at the global scale. Therefore, we need to develop the electricity economy with al its
components, and the dynamic is already launched. »
HE. Mr. Aziz Rabbah, Minister of Energy, Mines and Environment, Morocco
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Executive summary
This event was a celebration for Moroccan and international officials: the one of a new era in the renewable energy sector. Moroccan
ministers have all clearly highlighted Morocco’s huge potentials in this field, thanks to its wealth in solar and wind energies, attractive
business environment, but also its experience and knowledge of the industry. International guests have repeatedly expressed their
enthusiasm for cooperation on all segments on the value chain to guarantee success in all segments of the deployment of the Powerto-X industry.

What we see is a great momentum in the hydrogen world. Indeed, green hydrogen is a unique opportunity for all actors of the
ecosystem to be the front runners in this pioneer technology, bring growth, local employment and added value skills at the local level. It
will also play a key role to a healthier and cleaner future for next generations.

This will require all actors of the ecosystem to act through investments : public authorities have to support funding mechanisms and
regulatory frameworks to allow the industry to quickly reach the right competitivity levels. The key is to reduce the costs without
compromising on quality standards all the while enabling countries to work together in a fair system.
The PtX industry has huge potential, and we might be able to decarbonate our economies all the while helping each other.
Thus, a sustainable framework is needed to develop the PtX industry. A well-adjusted action plan should be composed of improved
technologies, an increase in demand, investments and the supply chain. Therefore, we need to secure the funding, create the right
conditions for exports and store energy for electrical grids.

Countries have experimented with Power-to-X and already acquired lessons from their experiences. Germany, for instance, has put in
place a national strategy plan for hydrogen, with concrete goals and measures to reach carbon and GHG neutrality by 2050. Japan has
deployed fine innovative techniques to produce green hydrogen and has defined the crucial points for hydrogen to proliferate in
society. In the UK and the US, companies and research institutes centered around green ammonia are blossoming, whereas just two
years ago public interest in this topic was scarce.
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Context

“The Economic, Social and Environmental Council, in his report, has taken into
consideration that Hydrogen and Power-to-X is not just a Moroccan issue. The
challenges are global. We must inscribe all of our strategies within the frame of
our two natural areas : the Mediterranean area with Europe and the African area,
to become a worldwide economic engine.” Ahmed Reda Chami, President of the
Economic, Social and Environmental Council of Morocco

The Power-to-X Summit took place in a critical but still hopeful time for Europe and Morocco, where Covid
19 is still cracking down our economies but revealing the urgency to switch to other sources of energies
and resources to reverse the devastating effects of climate change. Thus, this incredibly stressful time
turns out to be a wonderful opportunity for new ideas, projects and international collaboration between
countries who are on the frontline in the battle against greenhouse gas and CO2 emissions.

“This event is an important international signal for
cooperation to work together and make succeed the
technology of Power to X. In order to harvest the fruit of
tomorrow, we need to start today.” - Andreas Feicht,
Secretary of State at the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy of Germany
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Goals of the PtX Summit

1

This summit was organized in order to gather stakeholders and the public to discuss, educate and shine light around a major
up-and-coming energy industry.

2

The goals of the event were to introduce and/or strengthen the relationships between state officials, international industrials
and researchers. This could potentially create synergies between actors to jumpstart new joined projects, initiatives and
agreements.
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It was also an opportunity for Morocco to showcase its relentless determination to lead and contribute greatly to the
development of renewables and be at the forefront of innovation while promoting collaboration with all interested parties.

“We need to enable industrial, economical and social value
through clean and good jobs.” - Francesco La Camera, CEO of
IRENA
8

Sessions Summaries
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Title

Regulation and Policies : Power to X Economy, A Trigger To A New EU-Africa Union ?

The New Power-to-X Economy: A Trigger To A New EU-Africa Union ?

Panelists
o Chairman: Ahmed Reda Chami, President of the Economic, Social and Environmental
Council of Morocco (CESE).
o Mr. Aziz RABBAH, Morocco’s minister of Mines and Environment

o Ms. Kadri SIMSON, Commissioner for Energy at the European Union
o Mr. Joao Pedro Mates FERNANDES, Portugal’s Minister of Environment and Energy
Transition
o Mr. Andreas FEICHT, State Secretary at the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and
Energy in Germany

o Mr. Norbert BARTHLE, the Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for
Economic Cooperation and Development in Germany
o Mr. Francesco LA CAMERA, the CEO of IRENA
o Mr. Ilyass EL FALI, COO of OCP Group
o Mr. Tarik HAMANE, Executive Director and Head of Development at MASEN
o Dr. Paolo FRANKL, Head of the Renewable Energy Division at IEA

Date and Duration
Wednesday, December 2nd, 2020

Duration : 1 Hour and a Half
World Power-to-X Summit 2020| Working Paper

Regulation and Policies : Power to X Economy, A Trigger To A New EU-Africa Union ?

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is Morocco’s potential in terms of deployment of Green Hydrogen and Power to X in terms of conjuncture and current opportunities?
What is Morocco’s strategy to set up its renewable energy transition plan?
What are the prerequisites for new forms of partnerships between the EU and Africa?
What is the importance of bilateral agreements to jumpstart this PtX project worldwide?

State of play
Morocco is ranked among the 5 countries with the highest potential for production and export of green molecules
It has an exceptional wind and solar energy potential, in terms of quality and quantity of deposits
Morocco has many assets for the implementation of a high value PtX chain: political stability, advanced partnerships with the EU and maritime
assets
Governments have a unique opportunity to lead the way, stimulate innovation, bring a strategic vision and encourage consumers towards
environmental-friendly behaviors
The technology to produce Green H2 is known therefore, plans need to be put into action
The Moroccan National Commission for Green Hydrogen was created in 2019 to facilitate the deployment of the PtX industry
Partnerships are already signed between Morocco and Germany in this field and both countries wish to continue on this path
Morocco has studied the demand for Green Hydrogen and PtX, has produced a roadmap of the infrastructures’ platforms, and zones specific to
hydrogen

Session 1
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Regulation and Policies : Power-to-X Economy, A Trigger To A New EU-Africa Union ?

Strategic recommendations
Design an African-European roadmap to insure cooperation, financial aid and logistics facilitation.
“We need to speak the same language, (…) if we have to start international trade. We need to build R&D capacity building to develop joint models, and
have new economic model” – Badr Ikken
The international community needs great collaborations to enhance the technological prowess of the PtX value chain
All the actors concerned must develop a network of applied research institutions and infrastructures in the field of green tech
States and industrials must fund R&D in its different phases to move from low technology to higher technology levels to go from innovation into the
market

Means of implementation
Countries must have a long-term strategy for low carbon emissions and install a vision towards 2050
To succeed in this transition, Morocco needs to have an installment capacity of renewables reaching 50% in 2050 (currently at 1% of capacity), going
from 200 GW today to 3300 GW.
Finish the revision process for the national strategic plan of Hydrogen, and go from 42% to 44,2% in the reduction in GHG in 2030
Introduce new sectors in that industry that were not previously involved such as phosphates or cement
Actors must be synchronized in order to facilitate power and renewable energy production
OCP is undertaking an important project in 2026-27 through the capture and valorization of carbon : the studies are being finalized to estimate the
technologies needed for such a project

Session 1
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Market perspectives : Is There a market for Power-to-X Products ?

Title
Is There a market for Power-to-X Products ?

PANELISTS
o Chairman: Mr. Saïd ELHADI, President of Green Economy Commission –
Confédération Générale des Entreprises du Maroc – CGEM and CEO – Nareva
o Mr. Heino VON MEYER, Head of Global Relations and Networking – PtX HUB
Berlin
o Mr. Said MOULINE, CEO – Agence Marocaine pour l’Efficacité Energétique,
AMEE

o Dr. Kurt-Christian SCHEEL, Managing Director – VDA
o Mr. Samuel ALT, Senior Director Energy Policy – Siemens Energy
o Mrs. Hanane EL HAMRAOUI, Vice President Industry – HDF

Date and duration
Tuesday, December 1st 2020

Session 2

Duration : 2 Hours
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Market perspectives : Is There a market for Power to X Products ?

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the major factors influencing the development of the hydrogen market?
What are the prerequisites for effective development and for achieving the objectives related to the hydrogen market?
What are the forecasts and the perspectives of the Hydrogen Market in Africa and Morocco?
What are the impacts of the development of the hydrogen market on the other sectors: Electricity, Automobiles, etc.?

State of play
The hydrogen market represents a large market, estimated at two billion dollars. However, 99% of the produced hydrogen is of fossil origin, there is
no large-scale Power to X Market yet. Morocco has all the means to develop a Green Hydrogen Market, to be a world champion and a big supplier.
Morocco has all the necessary infrastructures and logistics to produce and to develop a local green Hydrogen Market.
Developing the hydrogen market will help achieving the objectives of the Paris Agreement and support global efforts to protect the environment
and limit greenhouse gases emissions.
Morocco has all the necessary technical and technology experience to implement intelligent mechanisms for the optimal management of
hydrogen production.
The price of hydrogen production remains very high compared to other renewable energies, this is mainly related to the problems of transport and
logistics costs.
The development of the hydrogen market will allow to overcome the energy challenges in the African continent and to develop the industrial
sectors in many developing countries. Morocco, thanks to its experience in the development of renewable energies, would be a leading country in
the continent and would play a major role in the development of the hydrogen market

Session2
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Market perspectives : Is There a market for Power to X Products ?

Strategic recommendations
To succeed in the development of the hydrogen market, it is necessary to simultaneously grasp 3 dimensions: energy efficiency, investments and
financing of renewable energies and the establishment of a framework governing the Power to X.
It is important to separate the hydrogen market from other renewable energy markets. Thus, the added value of hydrogen will increase significantly
and could be used in many other fields such as industry and transport.
Build on national potentials, priorities and international partnerships and address both sides of the hydrogen market, supply and demand, with
public policy.
Promote PtX to comply with the Paris Agreement and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals – SDG’s

Means of implementation
Scale up the hydrogen Market not only by size but also by number to drive down costs
Strengthen storage and transportation logistics for PtX trade to reduce the production costs of green Hydrogen.
Establish comprehensive sustainability assessment tools for an efficient management of the hydrogen Market in Morocco.
Encourage smart hydrogen projects and support research and development at universities and research centers.
Climate-neutral fuels must be produced sustainably - socially, ecologically and economically.
The necessary regulatory framework must be quickly created to support the development of the hydrogen market, both in Europe and Morocco

Session 2
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Title

Market
perspectivesof: Power
Is There
for Power
to X Products
?
Industrial
development
toaX:market
What Are
the challenges
Facing
Industrial Scale-up of the Ptx Chain Value ?

What Are the challenges Facing Industrial Scale-up of the Ptx Chain Value ?

PANELISTS
o Chairman: Rachid IDRISSI KAITOUNI, Head of Afriquia Gaz and the Gas Department
of the Akwa group holdings.
o Dr. Kathrin GOLDAMMER, Board Member – HYPOS
o Mrs. Nadja HAAKANSSON, Managing Director Region Africa – Siemens Energy
o Mrs. Caroline HILLEGEER, Chief Commercial Officer – Engie Hydrogen Business
Unit
o Mr. Christopher FRANK, Head of Strategic Business Development & Key Account
Management – Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions
o Mr. Florent BAUDU, Sales Director – McPhy
o Mr. Raphael TILOT, Renewables Director – John Cockerill
o Mr. Denis THOMAS, Global Business Development Leader – Cummins Inc.

Date and duration
Tuesday, December 2nd 2020

Session 3

Duration : 1 Hour and a Half
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Market
perspectivesof: Power
Is There
for Power
to X Products
?
Industrial
development
toaX:market
What Are
the challenges
Facing
Industrial Scale-up of the Ptx Chain Value ?

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.

“In order to build those partnerships, by experience, we need to have this holistic
approach, put together members of the ecosystem coming from different cultures,
different habits, who don’t always speak the same language but need to be brought
together to make this project work. It requires to make sure we will structure the
rules of working those consortiums so that governments work together in an
efficient way to make projects come from an idea to industrial deployment and
investment decisions!” Florent Baudu, Sales Director at McPhy

What are the challenges facing industrial scale up of the PtX value chain?
What are the opportunities for such an expansion ?
How can we drive down the costs all around the value chain?

State of play
The renewable energy demand is huge therefore, the opportunities are there
There are various ways of producing chemicals from renewable sources but there are also huge expectations on the market
There is a great momentum at the moment: we must use this unique opportunity to build this new industry

“PtX is no rocket science any longer, it can be achieved and it is necessary to finance
such projects. Competitiveness is key: otherwise, no one would invest. Something
which governments and lawmakers have to focus on is setting up legislation that
permits the trade of pure hydrogen and chemicals as an energy carrier or as a regular
commodity product. “ – Christopher Frank, Head of Strategic Business Development &
Key Account Management at Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions

Session 3
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Market
perspectivesof: Power
Is There
for Power
to X Products
?
Industrial
development
toaX:market
What Are
the challenges
Facing
Industrial Scale-up of the Ptx Chain Value ?

Strategic recommendations
Lower the cost of renewable energies and technology to increase competitiveness: “Bigger is cheaper, so we need volumes” – Denis Thomas
Collaboration must be fostered between different actors at the local and international level
Political pressure has to be applied to the economic system to drive industries to turn towards renewables
Build partnerships on the full integrated value chain to guarantee a fair market
Apply an efficient political framework at a fast pace to demonstrate a strong will to guide investors

Means of implementation
Reducing the costs of equipment, transportation, production to increase competitiveness without compromising the quality standards
Increase the amount of investments all around the production chain of PtX
Increase the amount of electrolyzers that are being manufactured to make the activity profitable
Countries need to set up targets like Germany which declared to produce 10 GW of Green H2 for the next 15 years
Using methanol as an energy carrier could be a huge potential off-taker and a jumpstart to this sector
Use depleted oil and gas fields as storage of CO2 instead of costly pipelines at the beginning
Set up legislation that permits the trade of pure hydrogen and chemicals as an energy carrier or as a regular commodity product
Governments around the globe must funding to PtX initiatives to grow at a quicker pace.

Session 3
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Market perspectives
: Is There
a market Innovations
for Power toShape
X Products
Technology
Challenges: How
can Hydrogen
the ?
Sustainability of the Energy Transition?

Title

How can Hydrogen Innovations Shape the Sustainability of the Energy Transition?

PANELISTS
o Chairman: Prof. Ralf WEHRSPOHN, Executive Vice President – Fraunhofer
o Mr. Mohammed BENYAHIA, Secretary General of the Environment Department –
Morocco
o Mrs. Rita SCHWARZELÜHR-SUTTER, Parliamentary State Secretary – German
Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety
o Mrs. Rosalinde VAN DER VLIES, Director of the Clean Planet Directorate – DG
Research and Innovation, European Commission
o Mr. Badr IKKEN, General Director – IRESEN

o Dr. Florence LAMBERT, CEO – CEA-Tech Liten
o Dr. Emilio NIETO GALLEGO, Director – Centro Nacional de Hidrogeno
o Prof. Dr. Franz Josef RADERMACHER, Director – FAW

Date and duration
Wednesday, December 2nd 2020

Session 5

Duration : 1 Hour and a Half

“Our future demands for PtX cannot be made from local production alone, part of the demand
needs to be imported, international cooperation is needed.” – Rita Schwarzeluhr-Sutter,
Parliamentary State Secretary
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Market perspectives
: Is There
a market Innovations
for Power toShape
X Products
Technology
Challenges: How
can Hydrogen
the ?
Sustainability of the Energy Transition?

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.

How can we manage technology challenges?
How to identify, highlight and promote energy challenges ?
How to speed up technological implementations ?

“We need to speak the same language and have the same currency if we want to start
international trade. We are starting such initiatives to contribute humbly to support this
dynamic in order to have the opportunity to learn from existing experiences. It is important to
see what’s happening elsewhere and to have the opportunity for partners to have learned
lessons. We need R&D capacity building to develop joint models and have new economic
models.” Badr Ikken, General Director of IRESEN

State of play
•
•
•

Research organizations usually complain they do not have enough money and there is truth to that statement
Governments are now financing renewable energy transitions : 42 billion euros were given by the EU for that matter
Whole processes need to be changed in the same way that new technologies must be produced

Session 5

“Our only way forward is to have a global solution that increases collaboration between public
and private sectors and between countries. A strengthened cooperation with Africa has a huge
potential because of proximity. We are very much looking forward in this partnership to have
global, cost effective solutions across the whole value chain”. – Florence Lambert, CEO – CE of
Tech Liten
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Market perspectives
: Is There
a market Innovations
for Power toShape
X Products
Technology
Challenges: How
can Hydrogen
the ?
Sustainability of the Energy Transition?

Strategic recommendations
Collaboration must be fostered between different actors at the local and international level
Political pressure has to be applied to the economic system to drive industries to turn towards renewables
Build partnerships on the full integrated value chain to guarantee a fair market
Apply an efficient political framework at a fast pace to demonstrate a strong will to guide investors

Means of implementation
Reducing the costs of equipment, transportation, production to increase competitiveness without compromising the quality standards
Increase the amount of investments all around the production chain of PtX
Increase the amount of electrolyzers that are being manufactured to make the activity profitable
Countries need to set up targets like Germany which declared to produce 10 GW of Green H2 for the next 15 years
Using methanol as an energy carrier could be a huge potential off-taker and a jumpstart to this sector
Use depleted oil and gas fields as storage of CO2 instead of costly pipelines at the beginning
Set up legislation that permits the trade of pure hydrogen and chemicals as an energy carrier or as a regular commodity product
Governments around the globe must fund PtX initiatives to grow at a quicker pace.

Session 5
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Power to X renewables : Which Challenges at What Cost?

Title
Power to X renewables : Which Challenges at What Cost?

PANELISTS
o Mr. Tarik HAMANE, Executive Director and Head of Development –
MASEN
o Mr. Paul VAN SON, President & CEO – Dii

o Mr. Dimitar ENCHEV, Managing Partner – CWPR
o Dr. AbdelIlah CHAMI, Head of sustainability & CSV – ENEL Green Power
Morocco
o Mrs. Hanane MOURCHID, Senior Vice-President – OCP Group

o Mr. Philippe MIQUEL, CEO – Engie North Africa
o Mr. Siegfried HUEGEMANN, Founder – African Hydrogen Partnership

Date and duration
Wednesday, December 2nd 2020

Session 6

Duration : 2 Hours
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Power to X renewables : Which Challenges at What Cost?
« PtX is an emerging jewel in the energy transition in North Africa, West
Asia and the world. Developing the market will turn Arab Nations
especially Morocco, to a green powerhouse, for themselves and for the
world. » - Paul Van Son, CEO of DII

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the main challenges to the production of Power to X ?
What are the technical challenges of green energy?
What are the main challenges facing the power to X Economy?
How to optimize the production of Green Energy and Power to X products?

State of play
Partnerships between public and private sector will help setting up the best conditions to develop the hydrogen market in Africa. The African
Hydrogen Partnership – AHP is the one of the first continent-wide African umbrella associations solely dedicated to the development of green
hydrogen, green hydrogen-based chemicals, fuel cell technology and related business opportunities in Africa.
An increasing number of governments already have a national strategy related to Carbon neutrality, setting out a vision for a carbon-free future (EU
by 2050 19% of global GDP, China by 2060 15% of global GDP, etc.)
PtX is an emerging opportunity in the Energy Transition in North Africa, West Asia and the World. Desertec is one of the major projects to develop
the hydrogen and renewable energies, which mean goal is to achieve a Full Market integration throughout MENA and connected markets.
The issues of the development of the PtX market are not related to the size of the Market that technically tripled between 1975 and nowadays.

Session 6
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Power to X renewables : Which Challenges at What Cost?

Strategic recommendations
Morocco, as a regional and African leader country in the field of renewable energies should build strong relationships with other major international
players through the sharing of technological knowledge and experience.
Build efficient business models that integrate the concept of Eco-sustainability to facilitate access to the evolving market of Hydrogen in Morocco.
Hydrogen’s best use is a complement to electrification, and not a competitor, to decarbonize hard-to-abate sectors.
Hydrogen needs to be powered by 100% renewable electricity; it is considered as the best sustainable production pathway.
A domestic production of renewable energies can lower dependency on fossil fuel import and strengthen security of supply.

Means of implementation
Execute massive cost reductions to quickly substitute energy based on fossils, even if emissions are not penalized.
Prepare the development of an efficient roadmap, by ensuring 70 GW of electrolyte capacity in the next decade in order to reduce the cost of
Hydrogen production.
To reduce the cost of Hydrogen transportation, a new hydrogen transport pipeline must be realized from Italy to Greece, crossing the
Mediterranean Sea to Egypt, which could eventually be extended to the Middle East.
Efficiently manage PtX cost drivers: Hybrid (wind and solar), Flexibility, Storage and Scale production.

Session 6
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Power to X Development: International Benchmark

Title
Power to X Development: International Benchmark

PANELISTS
o Mr. Cédric PHILIBERT, Associate Researcher, Energy & Climate Center IFRI
o Mr. Setsuo IUCHI, Executive Director for Hydrogen Business – Chiyoda
Corporation
o Dr. Ing. Florian GRUSCHWITZ, Head of Business Development – MAN
Energy Solutions
o Dr. Attilio PIGNERI, CEO – Hydrogen Utility (H2U)
o Mr. Trevor BROWN, Executive Director – Ammonia Energy Association
o Mr. Nawfal EL FADIL, Country Manager – EDF Maroc

o Mrs. Nuria HARTMANN, Independent Environmental Consultant – Chile
o Dr. Jens PERNER, Associate Director – Frontier Economics

Date and duration
Wednesday, December 2nd 2020

Session 7

Duration : 2 Hours
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Power to X Development: International Benchmark

Issues & Topics
1.
2.

How do countries and firms implement PtX for maximum efficiency?
What are their innovations, experiences, and lessons?

State of play

“There will be a global trade of some hydrogen-rich fuels and feedstock. Certainly,
ammonia will be one of them. There is still room for debate on the final uses to
determine which ones are the most promising.” – Cédric Philibert, Associate
Researcher, Energy & Climate Center - IFRI

Chiyoda, a Japanese firm contributes to establish the global H2 supply chain through a large and efficient H2 storage and transportation system.
Dehydrogenation is the catalyst of their value chain: easiness in their hydrogen technology system lies in long term storage and long-distance transportation, it is easy to
transport, it makes use of already existing oil infrastructure, and mixes new and proven technologies.
International shipping is shifting towards ammonia with maritime stakeholders using it as fuel cells.
Germany has a national hydrogen strategy: coordinated actions between different ministries and concrete programs in place.
Germany produces green fuels and has the necessary infrastructure to assemble the production, enabling use of green hydrogen in fuels and relevant sectors.
UK: The Ammonia Energy Association represents the entire supply chain in green ammonia
We are at the very beginning of a learning curve: this market has expanded greatly in 2020 going from 5MW to 235 GW.

“We need to continue R&D to improve or invent a new process. Government has a
big role in showing vision, providing incentives and bring social awareness”. –
Setsuo Iuchi, , Executive Director for Hydrogen Business

Session 7
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Power to X Development: International Benchmark

Strategic recommendations
International cooperation must be fostered to assure sustainable growth and development
Morocco should start producing green ammonia
In order to reach the climate targets for 2030, officials and industrials must focus thoroughly on research and the evolution of markets in the green
industry
Implement the lowest cost for renewable energy, cut down the cost of electrolysis technology and taxation.
In terms of efficiency matters, hydrogen must be produced at a very low cost to compensate for big gaps in inefficiency
In order for hydrogen to be globalized, it needs supply and demands’ economies of scale, a capacity to produce cost effective green hydrogen,
further R&D to refine the process, as well as government incentives and frameworks
Set up certifications and guarantee origins for green ammonia

Means of implementation
Chile’s plan for 2050 is to install 5 GW of green hydrogen-producing electrolyzers as it could represent 5% of the world’s demand in green H2 in
2050.
All parts present agreed on the necessity of setting highly competitive prices around the PtX industry
Germany has demonstrated that a national strategy is effective in reaching climate goals, therefore, other states might benefit from learning from
Germany..
“The X stands for the unknown : we are at the very beginning of a learning curve and
the market has been expanding in 2020.” – Trevor Brown, Executive Director
ofAmmonia Energy Association

Session 7
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Carbon Capture, Utilization & Storage : What are the main
challenges facing the use of carbon in green applications?

Title
What are the main challenges facing the use of carbon in green applications?
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o Mr. Julius OKON, Head of Sales and Development – STEAG Energy Services
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Carbon Capture, Utilization & Storage : What are the main
challenges facing the use of carbon in green applications?

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.

What are the status, opportunities and challenges facing the carbon capture and utilization sector?
What are the best technology solutions for Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage?
Can Carbon Utilization help decarbonization of the industry and mitigation climate changes ?

State of play
Dependency on fossil fuels causing climate change, ocean acidification and urban pollution. Electrification will allow to limit the dependency of the
industrial sectors to the liquid fuels. However, many heavy industries such as heavy and long - haul transport will not be electrified and depends on
liquid fuel.
Renewable energies are not necessarily located close to the center of demand. There is an ample supply of renewable energy but location and
availability doesn’t match demand, in either time or space.
Morocco is an ideal location to grow large scale Power to X thanks to external factors such as the large scale wind power available and the high
volume of solar power and external factors related to its excellent track record in sustainability and Global project network with high CCU
competency.
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Carbon Capture, Utilization & Storage : What are the main
challenges facing the use of carbon in green applications?

Strategic recommendations
Solutions to the problem of intermittency is to transform electricity into a liquid energy carrier, by approaching the technologies to produce carbon
neutral methanol directly from CO2 using electricity
As Transport emissions are resilient to change and less than 25% of oil easily replaced by battery electric vehicles, it is necessary to combine PtX
and Carbon Capture Utilization to defossilize heavy transport and organic chemicals production.
On of the main challenges of the implementation of CCUs technologies is demand uncertainty. It is important to support the demanders, such as
automobile sector, to develop products that can use the alternative energies. This will help developing a large market for PtX applications and
develop the ecosystem surrounding it.

Means of implementation
Encourage modular CO2 technologies, sustainable energy as main energy source and technologies with low carbon footprints in order to produce
more Carbon to be utilized.
Encourage the development of CCUS technologies to help decarbonize the industrial sector and limit the effects of CO2 emissions.
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Title
Power to X Regulation and Funding
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Power to X Regulation and Funding

« Without hydrogen, we can never achieve climate neutrality. »
- Ulrich Benterbusch

Issues & Topics
1.

What are the efforts that need to be deployed regarding regulation and funding for further development of PtX?

State of play

« Incentive systems for the production of hydrogen are largely lacking and need to
be introduced. Some instruments include ETS and CO2 prices, quotas, important
projects of commun european interest and instruments to compensate for the
higher costs such as feed-in tariffs or contracts for differences/climate protection
contracts.» - Wolfgang Eichhammer

The deployment of PtX products is key to a carbon free world
Regulations are needed to establish a viable PtX economy
The road maps drawn by countries act as means to invest in them
The issue of regulation and finance is complex, technical but crucial for PtX’s acceleration
Everything is linked to the cost issue, therefore, CO2 regulations must be put in place quickly

« We need an attractive legal framework, but it has to be simple and easy-tohandle. (…) If countries want to develop attractiveness for investments, they will need
to consider to go for a simple, easy to handle regulatory framework. It can only work
if that is in place, we need the support of the government, and all of these countries
must work together in order to create a global market, but at the same time, they’re
all competing to attract investments. » - Anne Lapierre
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Power to X Regulation and Funding

Strategic recommendations
The German legal experience can help hydrogen’s deployment in Morocco : for example, in Germany, industrial plants can only be built on
industrial zones and must comply with regional plans with an approval of the general public
Regulations such as carbon taxes, incentives, and certifications must be put in place
Producing countries must develop a 50/50 frame for the use and export of hydrogen and green products
The EU’s “Renewable Energy Directives 2” implements legislation to the transport sector and shows we need to have an ambitious renewable
energy policy and allow green H2 to play a big role in transport sector in the future
Install a transversal cooperation on the governments’ side between ministries to foster an integrated action.
On the investors side, a commission body dedicated to discuss all of the H2 development and deal with their questions to create a guarantee
should be created in all countries taking part of this adventure.
We need to ensure guarantees to make banks comfortable enough to give out loans to companies and countries
Government support is not solely a must, it is also the impulse for the Power to X sector’s expansion

Means of implementation

Impose carbon taxes and incentives for green energy systems
Fund pilot projects related to PtX technologies
Impose a clear legal definition of green electricity to speed up the production of electrolyzers in a useful way
In Morocco, Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) should be used in the next pilot plants
Insure technological sovereignty in the context of hydrogen import strategies
The technologies needed to build a hydrogen economy must be available to all concerned parties
Policy dialogue on market creation to ensure all concerned parts agree on the proceedings
Set up a Commission body dedicated to discuss all of the H2 development and deal with their questions
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Title
Scientific session
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Scientific session

Issues & Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.

How can we go towards a CO2 neutral industry?
How can we go from knowledge development to manufacturing ?
How is research running in Morocco on PtX and how should it actually be?
How can we deal with the storage of hydrogen in Morocco and elsewhere?

State of play
Carbon oxide and dioxide are partly responsible for climate change, however, their effects are reversible
Storage of hydrogen is an issue that needs to be dealt with quickly before developing this industry
Artificial photosynthesis appears as a disruptive and ingenious method to produce clean fuels

« Nature has shown it is very successful on its own but how can we reproduce
nature’s way artificially ? We can convert electric power into solar fuel. The best
way is to invest in devices that convert solar radiation into solar fuels. » - Thomas
Hannapel
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Scientific session

Strategic recommendations

« The goal is to reach the gap between the early-stage R&D and the
industrial ecosystem and to benefit from the Moroccan expertise locally
in material signs. We need to involve industrials such as OCP to scale-up
successfully the first industrial references in Morocco in that field. »
- Hicham Ben Youcef

Find a solution concerning carbon oxide so it can be captured, used and stored properly
Identify the suitable materials for photovoltaics and storage
Narrow down our choices in renewables based on processing and economic data
Make evaluations through simulations and modeling every time, as tests are crucial to ensure success
Achieve efficient direct water splitting with tandem cells
Reduce interfacial recombination losses for maximal efficiency in the production segment.
Conduct ongoing long-term research efforts in order to be successful in all PtX-related endeavors

Means of implementation
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Control the materials at the atomic, molecular levels before transferring it into technology
We have to do research on methanation catalyzes as methane can be translated into other fuels
Reach the gap between the early-stage R&D and the industrial ecosystem
Involve industrials completely by allowing OCP to create industrial references in Morocco
Pilot projects and labs to test and qualify technologies on complementary sciences
Decide on Morocco’s priorities and its partners’ as well to coordinate projects in a time-efficient way
Study the feasibility of Hydrogen storage in caverns in Morocco

« Identifiying failure mechanisms and proof of concepts is where we can
communicate with industries to solve intermittency issues. » - Ahmed Ennaoui
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